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What is mainstream economics?

• Neoclassical economics

• General Equilibrium Theory

• Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium 

Models – failed to predict crisis

• Austerity (Alessina) – shown to be misguided by 

IMF and World Bank economists…



Economics and public policy

• Cutting edge economics does in fact incorporate 
some of bounded rationality, behavioural 
economics, etc.

but

• Public debates and policy are not informed by 
these alternative schools, but by a crude, vulgar 
distillation of the mainstream, as understood by 
politicians, journalists and pundits.



Neoclassical economics: externalising 

the most important

• By externalising too much, neoclassical 
economics cannot answer the most fundamental 
questions.

• Example: why do crisis occur?

• Keynesian: lack of demand, Marxian: falling 
profit rate, etc. Explanations internal to 

functioning of economic system.

• Neoclassical economics: external shocks. 
Shouldn’t seismologists, sociologist be the 
pundits?



Neoclassical economics: concentrating 

of trade



Neoclassical economics: extreme 

simplification

Solow:

•Single representative consumer

•Owns and works for single representative firm

•All firms assumed to be small and price takers: who sets 
prices?

•Say’s law applies: there are no savings, money, banks, debt

•No time, no transaction costs

•Completely eliminates problems of distribution

•Should not build aggregate macro from representative 
individual behaviour micro: emergent properties!



Wages and profit

• Cambridge Capital Controversy 1950s. Samuelson 
versus Piero Sraffa and Joan Robinson.

• Outcome: neoclassical production function dead. 
Labour and capital are not “rewarded” according 
to their “meritocratic” contributions.

• Distribution of value added between wages and 
profit takes place according to social power of 
capital owners and trade unions.

• Profit is fundamental motivator of capitalism. Yet 
in perfect competition there is no profit! (Austrians, 
especially Kirzner: always a monopoly! Kalecki!)



General Equilibrium Theory

• All transactions take place at same time, when all markets 
are settled

• when “general auctioner” finished with tatonnement 
(groping)

• No time

• Oskar Lange (1938) and Abba Lerner (1944): how is this not central 
planning? 

• Perfect knowledge (contradicts price taking behaviour)

• Behavioural economics: Turbulent gravitation towards 
attractor, rather then equilibrium as achieved state

• Behavioural economics: GE would take more time to set in 
then all of human history



IS-LM: The neoclassical domestication 

of Keynes
• Hicks 1937 IS-LM

• Separates real and monetary sectors, which Keynes did not intend to do

• Eliminates uncertainty from the model, without which liquidity 
preference does not make sense

• Nicknamed “hydraulic Keynesianism”

• Unemployment primarily caused by sticky wages, which is exactly the 
opposite of what Keynes intended to say

• If aggregate demand is determined by equilibrium relations, then
stabilisation can be achieved without the state, which is once again the 
opposite of what Keynes intended to say. But it is what market 
fundamentalists like to think.

• Conveniently eliminates need for minimum wage policy.

• Keynes intended to be neoclassical equilibrium theory to be a special case 
of his General Theory. IS-LM instead makes Keynes a special case of 
neoclassical theory. 



Neoclassical economics: believes it is 

value free

• It is not: does not address questions of 

distribution

• question of power

• Eliminates need for state intervention 

(redistribution, minimum wage policy, etc.)


